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1. Articles in refereed journals and refereed conference papers published in books

(1) ‘Austerity policy in West Germany: origins and consequences’, Economie Appliquee, XLII, 1, 1989. 203-238. (with R. Jacob)


(9) ‘Shocks to the system: the German political economy under stress’ (with David Soskice) National Institute Economic Review. 1/97 no. 159, 57-76.


2. Comments and Book Review Articles in Journals:


3. Books:

Authored Books


Translations: An Italian translation by Cooperativa Libraria Universitaria Editrice of Bologna
Chapters in Books


4. Publications in refereed journals outside economics:


5. Other publications: reports; e-publications

7) ‘German recovery - it's not the government reforms’ Vox.eu August 2007 (with David Soskice) http://www.voxeu.org/index.php?q=node/463

6. Work in progress

1) Carlin, W., Schaffer, M. and Seabright, P. 2006. ‘What are the Real Bottlenecks? A Lagrangian Approach to Identifying Constraints on Growth from Survey Data’
CEPR Discussion Paper No. 5719 revised as ‘What are the Real Bottlenecks? Evidence from 20,000 firms in 60 countries about the shadow costs of constraints to firm performance’ (New Draft 2008).
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